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Can a child with a mbsie eye glasses be taken off? This issue is of general concern to children and parents and is the ultimate goal 
pursued by every ophthalmologist. I am an ophthalmologist, engage dyslepree clinical treatment and research, experience hundreds of 
cases of removed glasses, I sincerely tell you: In fact, most of the children with low vision glasses, grow up can be removed. This is because 
the children with low vision to merge far as more common, farsighted cause caused by low vision accounted for refractive low vision more 
than 70%, and with the age of the child with low vision, eye development, farsightedness will gradually decrease, the degree of spectacle 
will also be reduced, vision gradually returned to normal, glasses removed. But it must also be mistaken for a child with low vision who 
can recover his glasses without treatment, because it is now recognized that the direct cause of low-vision deficiency is that insufficient 
visual stimulation causes retinal macular function to not develop well, resulting in low vision. Therefore, comprehensive therapy must 
be taken to restore the function of retinal cells to normal, but also a long time, up to 3 - 5 years, or even longer, to return to normal, to 
eliminate inhibition, improve vision, train gaze and further rebuild and restore eye vision functions (including simultaneous vision, fusion 
functions and stereovision) to remove glasses. There is also a need for a lifetime wearing a mirror in children with low vision, which is only 
a small number. This type of low vision is combined with a high degree of farsightedness of more than 800 degrees, axon of more than200 
degrees, even if age is growing, eye development can not compensate for serious refractive abnormalities, adults still need to wear mirrors 
to correct vision. Director Wu Yu pointed out: in childhood amblyopia to get timely treatment, vision can correct this kind of eyes, although 
adults still need to wear glasses, but then young did not treat, after the year want to wear glasses but can not achieve normal vision, the 
consequences are much better, today wear glasses is to remove glasses tomorrow. If myopia is treated in a timely manner, corrective vision 
can return to normal. Some parents may consider having their children grow up to have surgery, which is not feasible. Amblyopia is a lack 
of visual stimulation caused by the retinal macular function is not well developed, and is not suitable for surgery, that is, even if surgery, it is 
difficult to improve vision. Visual training is more conducive to its desired therapeutic effect, the short-sighted children give up treatment 
is wrong, must adhere to treatment, and the sooner the better. 
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